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The “10Attributes” assessment report is most commonly used by recruiters for the 
detailed understanding of the candidature. The graph above has two profiles, one 

for the achieved score by candidate and the other for the reference. The 
comparison format should make it easy to assess the candidature with better 

conclusiveness. The report should be self-explanatory, for further information refer 
the Annexure attached.

Editor-in-chief,
**Refer the Annexure atteched for better understanding of the report.** Wideyes Assessment



Annexure
The '10Attributes Assessment' is the overview derived from a situational and various life aspects questions with intent to help the recruiters in 

selecting the best-suited candidate available. The report should only be considered for a deeper understanding of the candidature and not as a full 
psychological test. Each attribute is explained below.

Confidence
Candidates who score high in confidence are generally good at social events, public speaking, team 
building and outgoing. They tend to have high leadership qualities and low social and work anxiety. 
Confidence is equally important in all professional domains.

Intelligence & Critical 
Thinking

This attribute shows a level of cognitive thinking. Scoring high in this should mean a candidate is good at 
aptitude and should be able to perform the critical thinking related tasks admirebally. This aspect should be 
important in coding, architect, sales, negotiations, etc..
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Professional Integrity
The integrity stands for the quality of being honest and having strong moral principles. Applied in the 
professional world, higher integrity is the bottom line for all the leadership positions. The aspect is directly 
related to ‘being trusted upon’ and equally important in all professional domains.

Leadership
The ability to lead a team requires multiple viewpoints to a problem backed with self-confidence and higher 
integrity. This quality is important in all the individual contributor roles where taking ownership of one's work 
is required. Needless to say that all of the leadership positions would require the same across all 
professional domains.

Ambition
The drive that gets us through the day. Ambition is the driving force behind working hard to achieve a 
higher position or substantial professional growth. Higher scoring candidates are seen to be more serious 
about their work, prioritise it and tend to take challenges rather than settle for same day in day out jobs. 

Details Oriented The attribute suggests a presence of mind. Jobs like Lawyer, Architect, Engineer, Teacher, Doctor, etc, 
should prefer higher scores in the same. 

Open-Mindedness The wideviews of the world is much appreciated among many professional fields, indicating higher 
creativity, open to new ideas and not resilient to change professionally and personally in life. 

Team Player An ability to work and coordinate with people is important in a career profile itself because every role will 
require a share of team playing capabilities.

Efficiency & 
Productivity

An ability to get more work done per time is something which requires focus and general attitude of getting 
things done rather than procrastinating. This is a very important tool for professional and personal aspects 
of life.

Ability To Cope With 
Work Anxiety

Getting anxious in professional life is more obvious than we think. And thus, an ability to handle that 
mantally will require higher efficiency and an ability to see the big picture rather than drooling on the things 
that happened. Every profession will require some amount of the same.

**Disclaimer**
The result of the assessment should be a deeper understanding of the candidature and should not be confused with a full clinical psychological evaluation.


